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GSMU_CHPNUTR4123_XXX_XXX

College or entity  Dept or Program abbrv (2-4#s)  Course Number (3-4#s)

= Fixed  
= Variable

Examples:

One-time events:
Examples:
GSMU_CHPHFR001_112012 (CHP Health Fair, Nov 2012)
GSMU_CHPLRN001_110712 (CHP LunchnLearn, Nov 7, 2012)

Recurring Conferences:
Examples:
GSMU_CDH001001_02_(3rd Annual Tele Stroke Conference)

Online Courses (that are created within GSMU)*
GSMU_CHPDHY001_001 (Dental Hygiene, Nitrous Oxide Sedation, instructor 001)
GSMU_COPNE105 (NEO Problem-Based Learning)
GSMU_CHPHIM104 (ICD-10-CM)

*Some courses offered to external students were already created in Blackboard and are linked from GSMU.(Ex: CHRP7002-Genetic Counseling Orientation)